Jake Connor and Bob Badders
2000 to 2009

1892 Old Liberty #1 Engine House/Towne Hall
Contained here-in is a compendium of individual time and restoration work
necessary to improve the deteriorating conditions of the Liberty #1 Engine
House. Observations and restoration to be undertaken principally by Jake
Connor and Bob Badders. Assistance, from others, along the way will be
most welcomed and much appreciated. We will endeavor to restore, as close
as we can, what we can, with the assistance and approval of the Societies
Board Members.
Saturday 4/08/00 ; Here are some of our assessments/observations on
damage and possible repairs needed. Some video of the condition was taken
and on hand. We first took measurements of the building then proceeded
with noting condition. Also noted the big challenge ahead.
Seems a daunting task for two to tackle.
First Floor : There is a tremendous amount of unnecessary items not related
to the Engine House and quite frankly a lot of junk to be gotten rid of. A lot
of termite damage to baseboards. It must be removed and replaced. There
is some wood on 3rd floor of Red Men’s and I have some at home that will
work. Floor, in some spots, will have to be jacked up and sistered bracing
added. Someone apparently cut the floor joist and floor boards to install duct
work to second floor. Ouch ! New flooring will have to be integrated with
existing floor to maintain integrity and safe use once again. A rotting
splintered section at front by double doors will also have to be replaced. A
lot of plaster cracking will have to be addressed possibly by gouging out
cracks and refilling and sanding. Secondly a large approximately 4 ft. sq.
hole, where plaster and lath collapsed beneath the second floor bathroom will
have to be repaired. Florescent lights, not to period of building are sagging
and partially working. Front double doors are racked and in need of a lot of
repair including pane replacement and glazing. The header for these doors is
sagging and needs some type of support to allow toggled adjustment on the
doors for smooth opening and closing. Side interior door is not to period and
should be replaced. Step into room also is loose and hazardous. Sections of
wainscoting are missing where the same ductwork was placed to second floor.
Have to try and find matching wainscoting to replace the missing sections.
Also all of the remaining aged, filthy, and paint splattered sections should be
stripped and refinished. With the two little bared windows and the
galvanized metal over the side door it is obvious there was a jail cell there at
one time. Might be nice to add another, if we can find bars for it.

Second Floor; Entry door will need a lot of work if we are to keep it.
Cracking wood and also paint needs to be repaired. Entry hallway and
stairs were painted with latex over oil based paint and pealing badly. Will
need to be scraped and then primed if we are to use latex again. The same
goes for all of the second floor wall treatment. Mainly the wood to include
doors and wanes coating. The second floor is equally filled with junk and
left over architectural sale items that need to go. Items piled high for storage.
Obvious leakage from bell tower access hatch has caused large holes in
ceiling plaster and plaster is all over the floor where water has also discolored
the finished floor. Here again florescent lights are sagging and many not
working. Not what could be expected in an 1892 engine house. Have to look
for light fixtures closer to period. Lots of bat guano everywhere.
Basement; Wow we thought junk on the first and second floor was a lot.
The basement is a real hoot also. Besides a broken down cast iron furnace
with collapsing ductwork the floor is soaked with water coming in from all
sides around walls. Again with little thought a hole was knocked in a
supporting stone wall for ductwork. Crumbling old limestone mortar. Old
side windows were not properly filled in when they paved the alley and
cemented a walk between a house, on the left, and the engine house. On
alley side a stop sign was jammed in for support for fill before paving. How it
has held is anyone’s guess. Anyway water pours in through this and all sides
of building. Repairing with stone where windows once were will have to be
completed. Lots of stone work to be done. Then filling with asphalt on one
side, concrete patch or caulk on the other side, will be necessary to stop leaks
into building. The entry stairs to basement needs support and the loose
treads need secured. A depression out back will have to be filled, and graded
away from building, then seeded, to stop water from entering in from the
back.
Exterior; Back double doors desperately in need of repair. Rotten at
corners, cracked peeling paint, dried and cracked glazing, chipped /broken
muntins. Overall condition - poor ! Not much more could be said for the
front windows and their cracked and rotting sills. One good thing the
weights still work to open them but very poor fit between parting strips and
window frames. All exterior wood in dire need of scraping and repainting.
There is evidence of bats entering around eave freeze boards that will require
an additional piece of trim to stop their entrance.

This writing only touches on some of the problems with the ole Liberty #1
Engine House/Towne Hall and we are sure much more is probably hidden.
We know the wiring could pose some problems as some lights and wall outlets
do not work. We will deal with what ever else may crop up in the days to
come.
4/10/2000 - Work on the Liberty Fire Company #1 building began this
date. Hours worked, by date and personnel, can be found in an attachment at
the end of our work record. Today we worked on correcting alignment of
large front entry doors. Working better but still the header has a sag that limits
complete freedom of door movement. Will address later but at least we can
open and close to remove unwanted items. Proceeded with general clean-up
and shifting items out of way so we could work more freely on left wall.
4/18/2000 - Brought ladder to reach access hatch to bell tower so as to
determine where leak is coming from. Noted that it appears the hatch
beneath the tower, that has a raised 2 inch lip, sealant needs redone. Started
with video of building condition. Checked front window counter weights
action and window operation. Loose and drafty but will work. Proceeded to
strip peg board and plywood from walls, on main floor, that were somehow
part of the ductwork to the second floor.
4/26/2000 - Had meeting with Bill Powell to discuss how we would handle
purchases and methods of procedure to maintain the historical fabric of the
structure. We will not be able to return the Engine House to it’s original form
because too many modifications have been done to accommodate different
types of fire apparatus over the years. We have an account at Cashmen’s for
purchases as needed. Went to Cashman’s to purchase masonary crack filler
and mortar mix for stone. Proceeded to fill, along wall and pavement
cracks, with acrylic concrete patch. That should keep water from entering
the basement from this side. Mixed mortar cement to start placing stonework
in old window holes, below grade, that have become hidden by road paving
on one side and concrete walk on the other. Had some stone laying in
basement from where they broke out supporting stone wall to accommodate
duct work. No comment it wouldn’t be nice. The windows never were
filled in properly, with stone, causing more leakage of water into basement.
Vacuumed up large amount of debris. Bagged trash. Had some extra help
today by Dianna and Paula on scraping stairwell, to second floor, wainscoting.
Thanks to them. Prepping, to paint, is the real hard work. Painting is easy
compared to prep and is the rewarding part of restoration. To stand back and

say it looks good and the prep was worth it.
4/27/2000 - Jake finished most of the concrete sealing of one side building.
Painted asphalt sealant along street side of building. Started tearing out
metal ductwork, in basement, to get to window holes for repair. Head
knocker. Cemented around sewer pipe outlet toward street and also around
incoming water line. More areas of water leakage into basement. Worked
and finished filling in window at bottom of cellar stairs with stone.
4/28/2000 - Finished patching concrete, front and left side. Painted asphalt
sealant along street side of building. Pulled staples holding electrical wiring
not used. Removed old electrical box and some wainscoting.
4/29/2000 - Conducted and inventory of supplies and scrap lumber owned by
EBHPS and analyzed what could be used to save some money during the
restoration project. Very promising what we found on the third floor of
Redmen’s Hall and the second floor of the Fire House.
5/02/2000 - Found places where we need some additional patchwork on
outside of building around foundation. Completed that work and started
plaster patchwork on inside first floor walls.
5/03/2000 - I collected & loaded rocks @ my home and went to Fred Lea’s
home to gather rocks he donated to us for use in patching the basement
windows.
5/04/2000 - Unloaded rock and carried to basement. Mixed mortar cement
and finished another window. Removed some more ductwork.
5/09/2000 - Did some more stonework, today, on windows, in basement.
Worked on removing wainscoting.
5/31/2000 - Bob brought his big house jack and we began jacking up the
beams to sister supports where someone had cut them to install ductwork.
Why, why, why would someone do such a thing. The floor was collapsing
where they cut the floor joist and that presented a hazard to anyone walking
near those sections.
6/05/2000 - Went to Lowe’s for plaster patch and worked on holes in walls.
Lots of plaster repair work to do.

6/06/2000 - More plaster patch work. Some deep enough to need layering.
Finish coat of plaster and sanding then maybe some more touch-.up Afraid,
for many more days you’ll read about plaster patch before we are done. Yep
it’s that’s bad.
6/07/2000 - Mixed mortar and layered more stonework into windows. Tore
out more ductwork. Cleaned out debris from sump pump well.
7/10/2000 - After removing old termite eaten baseboards started pulling them
apart to salvage the good to add with new and trash the rest. Set a chalk line
to level floor from high point. Mixed cement and began leveling against
brick wall for new baseboard support. To be 2 x 2 framed and covered.
7/11/2000 - Started some clean-up again on first floor. We went to Lowe’s
for supplies and turned in new tax exempt form for purchases. Returned
and mixed mortar to do some more stonework patching of windows. More
mortar mixing and worked on parging brick wall behind wainscoting. Brick
powdering.
7/14/2000 - Finished parging wall.
7/17/2000 - Did some cleanup and began more plastering of walls and
ductwork holes in ceiling. Holes have to be filled in with supports and wood
then sheetrock before plaster can be applied.
7/18/2000 - Working on filling holes with support and plastering.
truck with load of termite eaten wood to take home to burn.

Filled

7/21/2000 - Loaded some dirt, at home, and unloaded at back of building to
fill in depression. Leveled and assured sloping away from building for
proper drainage.
7/24/2000 - Plastered, sanded and started priming walls and ceiling around
old ductwork holes.
8/01/2000 - Hmmm ! No power. Got sheetrock and wood from Red Men’s.
Power back. Braced cantilevered chimney with brace. Didn’t look too
stable. Found out later it probably isn’t really a problem. Started jacking
floor in another section to add bracing.

8/07/2000 - Continuing work on filling in register/ductwork holes in ceiling
and plastering.
8/08/2000 - Finally finished filling in of register/ductwork holes in ceiling.
Started gouging out cracks in ceiling to fill with a plaster patch.
8/09/2000 - Leveling floor joists and adding bracing.
8/14/2000 - Worked on more plaster repair and then some basement clean-up
to haul trash home.
8/17/2000 - Sanding down floor edge as part of leveling process to add new
baseboard framing. Worked on installing /integrating flooring boards where
ductwork holes were cut and floor was sagging.
8/18/2000 - Continuing repairing /replacing/integrating flooring boards.
8/21/2000 - Still more floor repair. Having to chisel/flush cut back into
pieces of splintered tongue and groove flooring in patch work. Then driving
replacements into place. Removing tongue on some to get last pieces in.
Glued and nailed. Time consuming but interesting.
8/22/2000 - Finished up some flooring. Started removing old florescent
lights to replace with older glass dome globe lights. Hooray ! Bill and Bev
came in to help with scraping loose paint on ceiling. Those two are
everywhere helping. Many thanks for the help. Hope the level of work
doesn’t scare them off. Still long way to go on the prep before priming and
painting. Can easily go home with a stiff neck. Been there done that.
Cracks to be gouged out and filled then sanded. Then a good sanding
overall. As I said before prep is the hard part. Painting is the pleasure of
seeing what the results from all the prep. Still and old ceiling but a whole lot
nicer.
8/25/2000 - Moved a whole lot of things to second floor. Began to be a
nuisance now that we were working partially on the ceiling. Started working
on assembly of 2 x 2 inch. Baseboard framing. Worked on ceiling some
more. Finished few things left with the flooring before we can install
new baseboard framework. Also some more work on the ceiling lights.

8/27/2000 - Worked on baseboard framing, Then took down some
fluorescent lights.
8/29/2000 - Working on flooring and wainscoting.
8/30/2000 - Finally finished flooring repair on chimney side. Mounted,
shimmed, leveled and started attaching baseboard frame.
Somewhere prior to 9/07/2000 we did a lot of clean-up because the place was
looking good enough to hold a Colonial Day sale in it. Didn‘t log our
clean-up time. Lots of dirt on floor and dust on walls.
9/07/2000 - Finished cleaning in prep for Colonial Day sale. Brought a lot of
things down from second floor to be added to sale.
9/13/2000 - Back to the grind. Not much of a break. Set up and worked
hotdog stand for Colonial Day. Then there was clean-up afterwards until
7:30 that night. Anyway we wire brushed/cleaned stoves (pot bellied and
low square one), for change of pace, then spray painted both with heat
resistant flat black paint. Looking good.
9/20/2000 - Cut pressure treated 2 x 8’s to replace rotten/water damaged
boards at back door entry. Cut and chiseled rotten/termite damaged section
of floor. Sistered new supports and concrete base beneath them. Then
nailed new pressure treated boards in place as flooring. Cement patched
between rough granite block and floor.
10/11/2000 - Ripped 2 x 4’s for 2 x 2 baseboard framing. Routed rounded
bead on some of the baseboard top sections.
10/20/2000 - Ripped some 1 x 10’s for baseboard construction. Later started
running new wiring for outlets to be added to wainscoting when it is installed.
Also for some wall mounted lights. Jake drew up plans for re-configuring of
six old kerosene open flame lamps we found. We decided they were within
the time period and would look good on the fire house walls. They were too
long and had to be cut, threaded and reconfigured. Need some new tee’s,
wood turnings for base and wall mount. Then modified electric candles for
the lights.
11/20/2000 - Worked on second section of baseboard frame. Then started

cutting pipe for new lamps.
Missing some notes on time spent on completing baseboards. Guess the dog
ate them.
2/09/2001 - New year, same ole fire house. Oh not really. There is
significant progress and it is looking a lot better. Nope we didn’t go to
Florida for winter but no heat in building just a little too cold to do much.
Nice break with new energy. We’ll need it ! The floor is now straight but
wainscoting has to be replaced. We need to look for more replacements as
the sections they removed when they added the duct work are missing. We
went to H7S Supply and bought some black iron pipe tee’s. Went to Fred
Leas garage where Fred helped us rethread the new sections of pipe, I cut, for
our modified kerosene lamps.
2/11/2001 - With pipe now threaded I started on the assembly of the pieces. I
bought two sets of three tiered, Christmas type, electric candles, at Lowe’s, to
cut down for our modified lamps. Removed candles from base and soldered
extension wires on them.
2/22/2001 Bob cut some black walnut slabs at home, with his chain saw,
which we were going to turn, on my lathe, for the candle base and wall
mounts. The pieces were too small after we chiseled the bark and punky
material down to solid wood. Punt for today.
3/03/2001 - Went to Lowe’s for some wall hooks to hang lamps from when we
are finished modifying them. Patched and sanded some more plaster. Yep
it’s still ongoing. Just have to get away from it time to time. Still keeping
busy on things we planned. Just changing up order occasionally.
3/14/2001 - Removed old board with coat rack type hooks from right wall.
Patching and sanding again. Quick dry plaster. Have used fast and slow
depending on when I wanted to finish up a section.
3/15/2001 - More patching and sanding. Yea I know boring !
3/16/2001 - Plaster patching/sanding & priming. Getting old. Got some
offers to paint. Wish they’d offer to scrape and sand. Alas there’s not much
fun in that. Pressing forward.

3/19/2001 - Same ole same ole. Plaster, sand & prime. If it sounds old and
repetitious you should see it from this view.
3/20/2001 - Bob brought some more black walnut slabs for lamp turnings.
He chiseled away the bad to get good solid wood with the right diameter for
what we need. I placed template on several pieces attached one to lathe plate
and began sculpting. Wasn’t going too badly when lathe motor gave out.
Rats ! Gears stripped. I’ve got to devise an alternate method to get lathe
drive back in working order. Not much done on these today. Went home
after thinking about it for awhile and decided to tear it apart. Tore the gears
out and started setting up for direct drive. Could use a ½ hp 1800 rpm motor.
Will need flex coupling connection. Called my father, in Johnstown, PA, &
he said he got rid of motors he had but my uncle (a good collector) might have
a few. He called my uncle and called me back with good and bad news.
Good news is he has what I need. Bad news they are in Johnstown and not
over here where I need one.
4/13/2001 - Decided to go to Johnstown for motors after convincing my
parents to come back with me for a visit over Easter.
4/16/2001 - Dad and I got to work on fixing a mounting and connecting the
motor and lathe to a new and extended board. We devised a flex coupling out
of rubber hose and some clamps. Appears to work very well. Good ole
Yankee ingenuity. Can’t wait to start turnings. 1800 rpm direct drive just
enough for turning lamp bases.
4/20.2001 - Took parents back home. Great visit and appreciated dad’s help
with the lathe. I think he really enjoyed working with his hands also.
4/25/2001 - Worked on candle bases. Lathe works well but slabs are way too
thick or irregular and takes a long time to reduce them in size and thickness.
Completed two rounds today.
4/26/2001 - Way too much time needed to reduce thickness & level the slabs.
Used my Christmas Lowe’s gift card and bought a hand held electrical planer.
Now able to get slabs much closer to the required thickness and level enough
to attach to lathe plate for turning. This should reduce lathe time.
4/28/2001 - Did some more work on candle bases. Bob chiseled and we ran
the plane over them. I turned one on the lathe and almost had it completed

when knife slipped and gouged it beyond repair. Crap ! Live and learn I
guess. Having right knives might help. Got part of another done today.
4/30/2001 - Today was a little better where I screwed up another but still got
two completed. 10 to go. Ah ! The learning curve….
5/01/2001 - Completed three more rounds. Wall mount and candle holder
are different shape. Whew ! No screw-ups.
5/02/2001 - Have to hollow our rounds on candle base for candle insertion.
Did some of that at home on drill press. Curve of black iron hits base
incorrectly. Carving to fit each one. Bases also require a narrow slot for
clear fixture shade insertion. Very tricky ! ! Can splinter wood.
5/03/2001 - Finished work on candle holder bases. Ran electric wiring.
5/04/2001 - Drilled some holes, in rounds, for electrical wire feed. Sanded
bases and putting on first coat of polyurethane on candle holder rounds.
Drilled holes in wall and pulled wiring.
5/07/2001 - Finished drilling for electrical wire feed and hollowing out to fit
over candle iron base. Removed top iron plate and drilled hole in plate for
wire feed.
5/08/2001 - Working on sorting out wainscoting to piece together in a
continuous run. Sections were removed previously for duct work and
missing. No comment on that one. Ran electrical wire for lights.
5/09/2001 - Removing cut nails from wainscoting where they were attached at
top and bottom. Because top plate was also cut for duct work we’re having
to reconstruct new top plates for wainscoting. Had to rip boards to correct
width then used router to round over outer edge to match old plates. Mitered
ends to abut matching continuation of plate.
5/21/2001 - Finish nailed top plate to singularly placed wainscoting boards
and counter sunk nails. Hoisted 8 foot section into place, leveled and
securely attached at top. Filled nail holes in plate. Patched irregular plaster
gaps left after setting newly formed & leveled wainscoting.
5/22/2001 - Pieced together, shimmed, & leveled section of wainscoting on

chimney. Added framing at bottom for baseboard. Ripped boards for base
plate. Filled in holes sanded and primed.
5/23/2001 - Ripped more boards for base. Could have ripped all boards at
once but with older irregular building we are doing them as we need them.
Measure twice - cut once. Rounded over front edge with router to allow for
an inch overlap. Nice shadow line. Able to cut and work enough for all of
left side. Filled in holes with wood filler and sanded then primed. Steel
wooled lamp bases and gave final coating of polyurethane.
5/27/2001 - Made two new top cap pieces. Ripped and rounded over with
router. Pieced individual wainscoting boards together with top cap. Put six
foot section in place, leveled and attached to wall.
5/28/2001 - Counter sunk all finish nails attaching individual wainscoting
boards to top cap on six foot section. Finishing a remaining section base
Plaster patched irregular plaster cracks at top plate.
5/31/2001 - Primed and installed base board. Primed 12 pieces of 8ft. ¼
round trim. Hot wired new outlets and did continuity check on candle light
wiring. Worked on another section of wainscoting around chimney. Ripped
another piece of wood for top plate then rounded over edge. Worked on
baseboard framing around chimney.
6/01/2001 - Working on black walnut rounds for backer plate to modified
lamps. Need six pieces. Finished 3 pieces today. Not as complicated as
the candle round plates were.
6/02/2001 - Completed last three backer (wall) pieces for modified kerosene
lamps. Cleaned up area of shavings. Quite a mess. Dust and all.
6/04/2001 - Drilled holes in backer plate pieces to install black iron threaded
pipe and secured with nut.
6/14/2001 - Rita Byers - Reporter for the York Dispatch arrived, this
morning, with photographer (Scot Bolin) to do article on Fire House
restoration. Stayed for two hours. We staged some real work being done on
wainscoting sections for photos.
6/15/2001 - Stapled electrical wires back to breaker box from left side wall.

Did some hole drilling and fished wire from breaker box area to switch inside
entry door. Ran wire across basement to tie in three lights at junction box
where they will join the three from the right wall, via the light switch, when
I pull those wires.
6/16/2001 - Drilled holes into right side of walls where those lamps will be
mounted. Had to notch plaster so I could drill holes down through the plate
at top of wainscoting allowing me to fish new wiring behind wall to the
basement door. From there it will then continue down to the new junction
box and join with left wall lamp wiring for single light switch control.
6/19/2001 - Ran wiring to junction box from first two lamps on right wall.
Drilled for the third lamp and fished to junction box. Stapled wires in place
to junction box. Ask Fred Leas if he wanted the assembled barn board panels
that were used as a Colonial store for Colonial Days. No longer in use
because of the amount of work needed to assemble it and stored in Jim Davis’s
barn. I explained what we intended to do with them and he said sure he
didn’t have a use for them. I intend to use them as part of the jail section.
Will kill two birds with one stone. Change and define the jail area and
account for the shortage of wainscoting, we have, because of the missing
striped out pieces when they installed duct work to second floor. We can tear
them apart, cut them to length then half lap them to cover any shrinkage of
joining cracks. Roughness will look good as part og jail cell if we can secure
some iron bars. Need to add three gang electrical box, so we can add a third
switch for control of all six lamps at once, at entry door.
7/02/2001 - Had to remove metal strips and wainscoting next to entry door
in order to install new 3 gang switch box. Worked on last 8’ section, of
wainscoting, that we have enough of the old boards to complete. We will
still need 16 more feet to complete left wall to double doors in back. Not sure
where that will come from.
7/09/2001 - Phew ! Hot out and in today. Glad I brought large fan from
home. Some relief but not much. Wish we’d get the AC fixed.. Sure !
Installed junction in cellar steps area. Box is to tie in wires from six side
lamps to one switch at entry door. Worked on ripping and rounding over
front edge of wainscoting cap plate. Did some much needed clean-up.
7/11/2001 - Drilled holes to run wiring from light switch to junction box.
Three switches control side lamps, overhead lights and outside light above

double doors I think. Got ladder to check bulb in fixture above double doors
and when I reached to unscrew bulb wasps had other ideas. Didn’t get stung
but moved down ladder a whole lot faster than I went up. Got a cure for
them. I brought some spray for just such an event. Sprayed and left alone
for awhile. Hooked a temporary wire and plug to test light operation. Need
an electrician to tie into breaker box. Lamps work just fine and look good.
Worked some more on wainscoting around chimney. Almost done.
7/12/2001 - Had to make new top caps for last of wainscoting boards. Drilled,
to prevent splitting as I’ve done with the others, then nailed, & raised into
place. Leveled and secured to base. 16 ft. of wainscoting still needed.
7/19/2001 - We went to Jim Davis’s barn to take apart Fred’s Leas donated
barn board, for use around future jail cell. Wow! Must have been a lot of
work assembling as Country Store for Colonial Days. Large and heavy.
Got a lot accomplished . Pulled nails and stacked for pickup.
7/24/2001 - Worked on dismantling old rusty furnace until we reached the
point where the tools we had were just too little. Need a bigger hammer !
We moved upstairs and worked on securing a 10 foot section of baseboard
framing. Still have one 3 ft. section to complete. That will complete base
from front doors to back doors.
7/26/2001 - We went to Architectural Warehouse in York to look for
wainscoting, that would match ours and complete the missing 16 feet.
Buying a section for $30.00. Will pick up later. Went by Glen Gerry Brick
and got 250 donated brick loaded on my truck. Thanks to Leslie for lining up
the gift. Plan on using it to shore up cantilevered chimney that we put a beam
under. Took back to firehouse where I dropped them one at a time, through a
register hole, to Bob to stack. Hmmm ! Never hit him once.
7/27/2001 - I went to Architectural Warehouse to pick up wainscoting. Oops
! When I started to load the section it didn’t look right to me. Some how
when Bob measured it he forgot our height. We need 48 and it was only 40
inches. Oh well it could have been worse. I could have gotten it back to
firehouse and then discovered it wasn’t the right height. Stopped by Lowes
and got a 3 gang electrical switch box and switch plate. Four bags of mortar
mix and Homer Formby’s restorer to try on wainscoting.
7/28/2001 - Removed old push button switches beside entry door. Cut larger

opening to accommodate the three gang switch box. Installed bracing for
new box. Mounted new box. Added wiring to 3 switches and installed
them. Touched up plaster around switch box. Will sand and finish later.
7/31/2001 - Swept up rough then vacuumed the whole area. Can get deep if
left alone. Creates a hazard. Sanded and finished plastering around new
switch box. Primed the plaster and then the baseboard. Moved wood pile
away from jail area so I can start on that,4 ft sq., section of ceiling, below
upstairs bathroom, that fell I guess due to water leakage. Also baseboard.
8/01/2001 - Fixed striped screw holes on back door lock with wood plugs and
glue. A bit more secure now. Pulled 1/4 round, off baseboard, from
basement door to back wall to double doors. Remove 4 ‘ boards from
baseboard that were termite damage beyond salvaging from basement door to
back double doors. Have to replace same as was done on other side by
framing with 2x2’s then covering with wood we got from Red Men’s and from
home.
8/02/2001 - Removing old cracked plaster where new barn board will go in
jail cell area. Cough! Hack ! Must be the horse hair…
8/13/2001 - Finished removal of cracked and uneven plaster in jail area.
Ripped and added horizontal nailers to attach barn board. Ripped to width
and rounded over front edge for base.
8/14/2001 - Filling sanding and painting.
8/15/2001 - Removed all termite damaged baseboard in jail area. Ripped,
cut and installed new pieces. Added more horizontal nailers for barn board.
8/16/2001 - Working at cutting barn board to length to install as wainscoting.
Will have to half-lap edges so as not to show gaps should boards shrink.
Probably not likely due to already being dried for some time. Not worth the
chance that it won’t shrink.
8/17/2001 - Finished cutting barn boards. Brought in router and started half
lapping edges. Good portion done today. One in and one out on each board.
8/18/2001 - Finished half lapping boards and now ready to install.

8/20/2001 - Started installing barn board. Moved stacked wood & material
near side wall in from basement to metal clad door area.
8/21/20001 - Finished installing barn board. Ripped pieces for cap.
8/22/2001 - Removed some more termite damaged wood between basement
door and metal door. Worked on plaster section between metal door and
wainscoting. Finished plaster patch above barn board.
8/23/2001 - Cut and installed pressure treated wood sill board for metal clad
door. Old one rotten and termite damaged. Sanded some patched plaster.
8/24/2001 - Sanded and primed wall above jail area and to basement door.
Had to remove 14 ft. of the 10 inch baseboard from metal door to basement
door. Thought it was ok until I accidentally bumped and then started poking
around for a closer look. About only thing holding a large portion was the
layers of paint. Guess termites didn’t like the paint or that would have been
gone also. All the backer mounting strips were eaten away. Nothing
holding base of wainscoting. Just hanging freely. Cut and installed backer
strips for along the bottom. Ripped and installed vertical base section.
Ripped/rounded over face edge & installed base cap. Counter sunk filled,
sanded and primed. Long and productive day.
8/27/2001 - Ripped and rounded final two pieces of cap. Assembled and
installed last 3 ft. section of baseboard (left of double back doors) frame.
Aligned & installed framework. Ripped and rounded over base board top.
Installed filled with wood filler, sanded & primed. Added support blocks to
drain pipe. Other older ones termite eaten and not supporting much. Also
need this for attaching baseboard. Good news for missing 16 ft. of
wainscoting at rear of left wall. Greg Shriver, home beside Rocco’s,
stopped in and said he could get the pieces we need for what is missing. Said
he’d start right away. And at no cost. Thank you Greg Shriver.
8/28/2001 - Finished baseboard. Filled in holes with wood filler. Also
those on the cap. I keep saying filled in holes for two reasons. One reason
is; these are used boards with nail holes and the others are from when I use
finish nails to attach the boards and counter sink them. Removed two
sections of wainscoting next to basement door. Someone had removed them
before and they were corked and buckled. Re-installed new pieces & re-hung

sections. Straight now…
8/29/2001 - Got out green paint and painted previously primed ¼” round.
Then proceeded to work on painting baseboard and wainscoting cap on left
wall. Want to get things farther along so I can get rid of some wood lying
around. Tired of moving or walking around them. Closer to knowing what
I might need to finish remaining wood replacement. Will wait to see what
reaction is to the color of green I selected. I had previously proposed to Bill
Powell a three color combo, that Bob, Dianna & I agreed on, and he said ok.
We’ll now wait and see if we get a yea or nay. Change if necessary. No big
deal. Only got a quart just in case. If last year is any indication of when I
might get a Yea or nay, on the color, it will be a long time before I have to
change it. Couldn’t believe, with doors open constantly while we were
working, nobody stopped and stuck their heads in to see what was going on.
Thought even firemen might be interested in what was going on with their old
firehouse. Nobody but nobody. Sorry but it is true. Maybe they were
afraid we’d ask them to help ! Just the facts.
8/30/2001 - Finished boxing in around drain pipe. Painted some walls.
About 4 gal. was sitting around on third floor of Red Men’s. Worked well in
color scheme. Can’t beat the price. 2/3rds. are now done with first coat of
beige paint. Other 1/3rd needs some more filling, scraping, sanding and
priming. Maybe tomorrow. Daughter Kelly came down and helped by
loading a lot of scrap mostly termite ruined boards up to rim of my truck bed.
Ah some room to maneuver. She then helped me fill bags with old plaster
removed from jail area. Then swept up a lot of sawdust and loaded that into
bags. Boy if I could get some others that work like her we’d be starting on
building #2 restoration by now. Place looks better now.
9/05/2001 - Filled, ( quick set plaster ,sanded and primed wall from
basement door to metal, jail entry, door. Fished wire through ceiling and
wall to add a switch and light to future jail cell. Found a light on second floor
that will fit just right in that space. Had to knock five holes, in plaster to get
the darn thing through. Have to patch. Like I need more work. Filled
holes. Removed some barn board to get wire in place.
9/06/2001 - Went to Lowe’s and bought switch box, switch, switch plate and
chain for light. More plaster patch and gallon of green paint for second coat
on baseboard, door frames, top cap etc.. Cleaned. Steel wooled then spray
painted the lamp holder for the frosted glass shade to be hung in jail area.

Cut hole, for switch, in plaster and lath boards to mount switch box.
Mounted box and pulled wire. Cut power and wired switch into box, Wire
continues to outlet also. Replaced barn board and mounted plate. Next
pieced together lamp shade holder, chain, lamp cord. Hooks and mounted to
ceiling where there was once a florescent fixture. Added frosted shade and
light bulb. Turned power back on. Tested and works great. I think it will
look good if and when we get some cell bars wrapped around it. Bunk bed,
small wood stove and a cot. I have a small old wooden square seat stool
about 2 ft high I’m going to have Pat & Don Gilkerson antique a checker
board on the seat for in there also. Colonial Day prep starts tomorrow.
9/07/2001 - Dumpster arrived and it’s a good time to get rid of a lot of junk in
the firehouse. Thoroughly cleaned and vacuumed firehouse Took two
truckloads over to dumpster. Will meet with Richard Fox, at his house, to
move Colonial Day stuff for weenie roast booth. Whew did stuff get moved.
Home close to 8:00 PM.
9/10/2001 - Back to the grind. Colonial Day a success but another day of
set-up serving weenies and tear down. Started working on large hole, in
plaster below upstairs bath room. Scraped and sanded wall also. Jim Davis
stopped by long enough to ask me to help clean up third floor of Red Men’s
while dumpster is still here. Carried a lot of stuff down fire escape , tossed it
to ground, then to dumpster. Richard Fox showed up and them Bev and Bill.
Wow did things start to fly then. Almost too fast. Definitely a hard hat area.
No we didn’t have any. Just had to be careful. After we got everything we
wanted in the dumpster I solicited their help on getting the tin duct work from
the basement, of the firehouse, into the dumpster. Two truck loads day
before and their help with the tin the plase looks ten times bigger. Very warm
and humid day. When we finished we all looked like it rained on but I bet we
didn’t smell like a fresh spring rain. Big thanks to al for their help.
9/12/2001 - Plaster patching ( will it never end) scraping and sanding. Jim
Davis brought six glass shades for our modified side wall candle lamps. Left
in a hurry. About second or third time I’ve seen him in here. I will wait
until ceiling is finished before I install them.
9/13/2001 - Sanded and finished back walls with primer. Hurray !
9/17/2001 - Working on ceiling starting from front to back. Scraped loose
paint and gouged out cracks and filled with plaster. Not bad. Got about 8’

section done.
9/18/2001 - Got about another 4’ done. Many more cracks. Guess that is
the way it will go depending on amount of crack and loose paint. Fine
sanded all I’d done previously then primed.
Sanded and primed large
patched area in back below bathroom.
9/20/2001 - Finished scraping last 8’ of ceiling. Still cracks to fill. Gouged
out and patched cracks we uncovered by scraping loose paint. Left and came
back to meet Greg Shriver to unload wainscoting panels he had made where
he works. Darn ! Wish I could remember the name to give them a plug for
making the boards to look like the old ones. Called and said he was delayed
at work and would see us on sat. I worked on scraping back door frame.
Removed one hinge of three so I can strip them and refinish so we can see the
fancy detail.
9/21/2001 - At home cleaning, with paint stripper and wire brush, door hinges
and lock mechanism. Primed with Rust-o-leum quick dry rust inhibitor
primer then sprayed with flat black. Look like new and oh the detail work.
Had about 4 + layers of paint to where detail was almost missing.
9/22/2001 - We met with Bob Shriver. What a nice batch of wood pieces he
brought. Matches, in detail, what we have on the walls now except for aging.
I thought Greg’s jaw would drop off and I saw the hair on the back of his neck
stand up when I said we would have to beat the boards, he
brought, with chains to make them look older. Just kidding Greg. We
unloaded the boards. Bob worked on roller priming the ceiling all but about
an 8’ section of ceiling before he ran out of paint. Greg helped me install the
new wainscoting. Both projects really look good. Going to have to figure
out way to stain new to match old. Installed two hinges, I removed to
refinish, then removed two more plus spring locking devise to take home to
strip and refinish. At home I stripped, wire brushed, primed and finished
the three pieces I brought with me.
Took some time off to entertain two little whirlwinds that flew in from
Phoenix with my son and daughter-in law. Alexis 5 & Shannon 3. Whew !
Forgot how much energy two that size can have. Took several days after they
left to recuperate. Loved every minute. Good thing they live in Phoenix or
this fire house restoration project would never get done. Takes time to spoil
two little granddaughters you know.

10/10/2001 - Replaced two hinges, I stripped and painted, on back door plus
door sliding pin lock. Removed last two for striping and painting.
10/11/2001 - Went to Lowe’s for another quart of primer to finish ceiling and
some plastic drop cloths. Primed the last remaining section of ceiling and
touched up around added ceiling lights. Went to Red Men’s for an hour to
let primer dry. BS session while there. Returned and painted the ceiling.
Touched up around lights and ceiling is done….
10/12/2001 - Worked on paint touch-up. Tacked on some ½ round trim
pieces.
New Year

2002

7/10/2002 - Somehow I can’t find any of my notes for 2002 prior to this date.
My Mother passed away on 11 Jan. and then my sister passed away on 26
Feb.. Moping around the house I couldn’t wait to get back to the firehouse to
occupy my mind. When it got warmer I know I did but can’t find notes.
Today being the first day of my notes I removed the single front door &
started striping many layers of paint that was all but obliterating any of the
detail on the wood. Age has softened the wood and have to be very careful
with stripping/ scraping so as not to gouge the wood.
7/11/2002 - Made trip to Lowe’s before starting day. Needed wood filler for
front door and paint. Worked some more on front door. Removing each day
to work on it makes it much easier. Removed hinges for stripping paint/wire
brushing and painting.
7/12/2002 - Still working on door hinges.
7/13/2002 - Hinges all stripped/cleaned and primed. Added two coats of flat
black. Allowed to dry and installed. Working on patching, with wood filler,
cracks and holes left from different door knobs & locking mechanisms over
the years. Sanded and put good coat of oil primer on outside of door. Inside
still has multi layers of paint on it. Re-installed hinges and mounted door.
7/15/2002 - Brought gallon of strip-ease, from home, and started stripping
old varnish from wainscoting. Works fairly well if you let it set for awhile.
Have to coat section wait for awhile then coat another section while I scrape

first section.
7/25/2002 - Back to stripping wainscoting. Have to apply a second coat on
some to get them clean. Wiping down with thinner in order to even out
Color. This is going to take some time. Brought fan, from home, to help
with circulation and the fact that this is one hot July. Paint stripper fumes
fairly strong without fan. When I get home a cool shower, seems extra
special, and a couple of cold ones taste pretty darn good.
7/26/2002 - Leaving a little early today because of heat and fumes bothering
throat. Good excuse for an extra golden amber rinse of the throat.
7/29/2002 - Still working on striping old varnish from wainscoting. End in
sight.
7/30/2002 - Almost finished with striping process. Decided to work on the
new boards Greg Shriver made for us. I want to get coloring/shading as close
to the older/darker yellow pine as I can. Brought some small cans of stain
from home and started experimenting with a spare piece of the new boards.
The new boards are fir with a lighter grain and softer wood.
I’m getting
close to the base color with colonial maple and golden oak mix Touch of
dark walnut added.
8/01/2002 - Went to Lowes this morning for some small cans of Golden oak &
Colonial Maple stain. Plus round-up (weed killer) and wasp/yellow jacket
spray. Experimented just a little more with coloring to match old stripped
wainscoting.
8/02/2002 - Stained wood with combination of stains. Will add another coat
of golden oak to darken just a little bit more. The graining is still way too
light. Have an idea to faux the graining with dark walnut .
8/03/2002 - With combination of golden oak and dark walnut, in varying
blends, I’m using an artists fine point brush to highlight each grain on the
boards. Really makes them stand out and more closely resembles the old
yellow pine with it’s darker grain. Managed to get it all done today.
8/5/2002 - After allowing stain to dry over week end I’m applying a coat of
satin polyurethane. Little bit of clean-up around area. Don’t want to stir up
much dust although it mike it look older.

8/07/2002 - Mixed round-up I bought at Lowes to get rid of some weeds
around firehouse. Remembered seeing poison ivy at log house so went
down there and sprayed. Mixed another batch or three and sprayed around
Red Men’s hall. Sprayed grass in parking lot behind Red Men’s enough to
more define the parking area with a new edge. Probably be easier on the lawn
mower blades if you don’t have to cut grass in the gravel. Came back to
firehouse and gave another second coat of poly to old section until I ran out.
That full can came from my house. Will have to get another can for other
sides second coat.
8/09/2002 - Went and got another can of poly and paint thinner. Finished
applying a second coat.
8/17/2002 - Removed basement door to refinish. Started stripping and
scraping old multilayered paint. Having to apply a second coat on a lot of the
strip work I’ve done through out the building.
8/19/2002 - Continuing to strip door. Removed hinges, door knob/lock to
recondition them also. Strip, wire brush, then prime and flat black finish
coat.
8/21/2002 - Some of glazing around glass panes was cracked and falling out.
Plucked out loose/cracked and refilled where ever needed. Spray painted
hinges and door locking mechanism with flat black.
8/24/2002 - Mounted hinges and door parts then re-installed door.
8/26/2002 - Now for another big project as part of the restoration. The
multilane double doors in the back. Muntins & mullions splintered or
cracked. Glazing missing and what’s left is baked like hard rock. Broken
/cracked panes plus some made of plastic. Badly pealing paint and cracks
due to exposure. Some rotting and missing pieces on bottom of door due to
water infiltration. Best approach is to remove ½ of door at a time, lay on
horsed and do what it takes to get them back to a much better condition. That
will require filling in hole left by door removal to provide for security.. Lots of
old doors etc on second floor to use as fillers. Just a matter of framing and
screws. Got a feeling it sounds a whole lot easier than it will be to complete.
Anyway today started that process. I removed the first (left) half and
proceeded to frame and block/fill the hole. Ain’t nobody coming through

that section of the building………
8/27/2002 - Started gingerly picking old rock hard glazing from window
panes. Only about 54 panes, total, and I plan on carefully removing
everyone of them so I can clean the wood, put on a good coat or two of primer
to re-nourish the drying wood. Then install glass and re-glaze.
8/28/2002 - This will sound like a broken record before I’m through unless I
decide to do something different for a day just to break the monotony of it all.
Picking out hard glazing and removing panes.
8/29/2002 Picking and a grinning. Broke a one of glass trying to remove.
Old frames with wavy glass lying around will make good replacements after I
remove them and cut to size. That is exactly what I did today . Enough for
starters. I know for a fact that I will need to cut many more.
9/04/2002 - Removing old glazing. Repairing a previously damage mullion.
Carved piece to fit glued. Carefully tacked with wire brad until glue dries then
cut off brads and left in place making fix more secure.
9/05/2002 - Continuing with removal of glazing and glass panes. Cut some
more replacement glass panes. Taking time to scrape, with razor blade, and
clean old surviving panes. Finally getting the hang of the cutting of old
glass. Learning some new skills and practicing some old ones I haven‘t used
very much. Worked on priming and glazing.
9/06/2002 - Continuing to remove old, glass & glazing, sanding and priming.
Adding glass and then new glazing.
9/07/2002 - Sanded and primed. Added last of panes and glazed. Glazing
too soft to prime. Ah ! Inside of this half of door is finished except for
primer.
9/09/2002 - Flipped door over very carefully. Nothing broke or dropped out.
Must have done something right. As dry and flimsy as the grid work
(mullions & muntins) were I was a bit leery. Double priming and glazing and
repairing some broken ones did stiffen the grids up significantly.
9/10/2002 Surprise, Bob showed up to help. Ask him if I’d done
something wrong since I hadn’t seen him very much lately. He said no he

just had some things to take care of. Guess Dianna cracked the whip on him
about neglecting the Honey-do’s. I experienced a similar situation earlier
this year. Anyway he worked on the other door with scraping, while I
worked on striping the one on the table. Double surprise day. Dianna and
Paula walked in an asked what could they do. Gave them a project of their
own. Scraping loose paint from the stairwell walls. Not an easy task but
they really worked hard and did a fine job Still think they might need to be
stripped. Natural wood looks better. Thanks to both of them. And Bob too.
9/11/2002 - Continuing to work on the weather side of left half of door.
Using paint stripper and very gingerly scraping the softened paint. Often
requires a second coat of stripper. Old wood easily gouged if attacked too
strenuously. Then some sanding.
9/13/2002 - Taking a break from firehouse to work on another society
function. Colonial Days. Friday evening and then Sat.. Set-up Hot Dog
stand cooking all day then tear down. Did I say taking a break?
9/16/2002 - Back to ole grind. End in sight. Well for this half of the door
anyway. Finished stripping and working on sanding before priming.
Primed a portion of the door today.
9/17/2002 - Finished sanding and added a second coat of primer.
9/18/2002 - Spent most of time, using a razor blade, to clean new paint and
glaze from all the panes.
9/23/2002 - Removed wood and framing from where left half of door was.
Added a door sweep, at bottom of left section of door and proceeded to mount
the door. After I completed mounting, the left half, I removed the right half
to the work table and installed framework to fill in hole for security. Filled in
with old doors and scrap wood. Removed hardware, from door, and started
removing old rock hard glazing.
9/24/2002 - Continued picking out old glazing. Feel like a dentist removing
old cavity fillings. All old panes require scraping with razor blade to remove
irregular paint lines and old glazing. Trying to clean them as I remove them
and cutting new for those that need to be replaced. Some were plastic. I
was using strip ease to remove paint. I met Jim Davis as I was driving by his
house. He said he had a heat gun I could use. I’ve used them before to

remove old multiple layers of paint and they work well. He left it at Red
Men’s for me to pick up. Never saw him at firehouse or I might have had it
when I was working on the other half. Oh well it still saved a lot of work on
this half. Still need to exercise caution on old wood though. Besides too
much pressure gouging or breaking the grids I could now burn a hole in them.
Another good use of fan I brought here. Fumes are a bit much.
9/25/2002 - No particular highlights today just same ole grind at stripping old
glaze, paint and removing panes to clean as I go.
9/26/2002 - Progressing with picking out glaze and paint striping. Cleaned
those removed and cut some new ones to replace plastic and some were
actually too small. They were loose but held in place with glaze.
9/30/2002 - Removed last of old glazing and paint. Cleaned old panes and
added enough to fill in all blank spaces. Couple tapered panes, at top had to
be replaced also. Tricky cuts for them.
10/01/2002- Finished stripping around pane grids. Sanded and then primed
10/03/2002 - Cut 15 panes of glass for replacement. 5 will be for spares.
Finished sanding and primed. Used wet primer to level glass in grids. That
way when I add the retainer points the glass will not crack. It will also add a
measure of sealing against moisture in conjunction priming of the other side
of the grids. Glazing would have been too thick.
10/04/2002 - Continued final cleaning of glass. Installed points to secure
glass in grids. Worked on start of glazing. 12 completed. A whole bunch
more to go like42 to go.
10/07/2002 - Cleaned and added another 30 panes of glass.
10/08/2002 - Finished installing last 12 panes and start glazing them.
10/09/2002 - Completed glazing 15 more.
10/10/2002 - Completed 10 more.
10/14/2002 - Completed 12 more.

10/15/2002 - Finished remaining 9 panes.
10/17/2002 - Doing some clean-up work around door work area. Falling
material gets thick and slippery creating a slipping hazard. Stripped lower
half, inside, of door. Sanded and primed. Bottom 2 inches of door is rotted
and water damaged. Other door was not damaged like this side. Will have
to be repaired.
10/18/2002 - Assessed, planned and started repair of bottom of door. I plan
cutting out the damaged wood and adding an approximately 6 x 6 x 1 ½ inch
piece to each edge of the door (stiles) then filling in between (bottom rail)
with an approximately 2 x1 ½ x 26 inch piece. Again used some 1 ½’’ stock
from upstairs. Hmmm ! Not all junk up there. At least until we’re done
with restoration. Then it’s just accumulated clutter. Able to salvage
numerous things to incorporate in the repair process. I will secure pieces by
drilling and adding dowels and glue. Started cutting out sections of side of
door.
10/21/2002 - Bought ½’’ wood dowel and some Tite Bond exterior wood glue.
Cut 6 x 6 x 1/½’’ pieces for damaged rails. They must have been replaced
once before because they were mortised and tenanted joints. I had to mortise
the two pieces to make them fit. Took them home where I could clamp on
drill press at a good right angle to drill ½’’holes for dowels.
10/22/2002 - Drilled glued and screwed 2’’ strip on bottom of door. Clamped
6’’ pieces and drilled ½’’ hole for dowels. Glued, aligned with dowels
inserted, clamped, then toe nailed for secure hold. I don’t think it will go
anywhere for a long time. Did same thing to other side.
10/23/2002 - Finished stripping lower section. Sanded and primed. Week
vacation scheduled to Newport, RI with Halloween night side trip to Salem.
Hope we don’t get involved in any which trials……
11/04/2002 - Sanded bottom of door and primed. Cut out square section of
soft wood where keyhole plate was mounted on outside of door. Not much
holding plate on. Cut out matching square piece and glued and screwed in
place. Re-drilled to allow key insertion.
11/05/2002 - Applied second coat of primer. Worked on removing
temporary material and framing from opening in prep for installing completed

right half of door. Mounted some hardware and then installed the right half.
Cleaned a bit of glazing/primer residue from panes.
11/06/2002 - Agreed to have firehouse ready and to chair opening of
firehouse for house tour. Ordering punch mix and members of society
graciously agreed to bake cookies for the occasion. Karen Weir and bell
ringers will provide entertainment. Put second coat of oil primer on outside
of door. Whew ! Cleaned/scraped, with razor blade, 54 panes of glaze and
primer residue. Went inside to do same thing. Started with inside door trim.
11/07/2002 - Dusted and vacuumed for Societies Christmas House Tour. A
little more inside trim painting done.
11/08/2002 - Repaired a couple of glass grids (muntains), that I didn’t fix
because in a hurry to have ready for tour, with wood pieces glue, Filled,
sanded and primed in between painting door inside. Painted ¼ round and
and ogee trim pieces, with second coat, to install on wainscoting.
11/09/2002 - Staying ahead on the dusting and vacuuming. Minor painting
of trim today and clean-up.
11/10/2002 - Continuing on painting of trim. Started applying finish coats on
those newly reconditioned back doors. Green and beige colors today. Can I
say they are looking good….
11/11/2002 - More painting accomplished for another day. 1st coat of
brown and beige on door panels. Then second coat of green.
11/12/2002 - Painting continues. Lots of fine work on door panels that
requires two coats since they are multi colored. Second coat of beige also
second coat of brown on panels. Second coat of green on door frame.
Inside of doors are now complete with the exception of priming the glazing
then their final coat. had to allow glazing to cure some before priming.
11/13/2002 - Working on installing ¼ round & ogee molding on wainscoting.
Finished installing what I had. Need 11 ¼ ’ for one section and 35’ more for
another. Countersunk nails, filling and sanding. Started painting second
coating on baseboard. Cut, rounded over some cap pieces.
11/14/2002 - Aligned, shimmed, and attached baseboard frame to front side of

chimney. Then attached board to finish. Filled, sanded and primed.
Started painting framework around front entry door and double doors.
11/15/2002 - Removed basement door to apply finish coat. Much easier, to
me, to remove because of fine cutting in of different colored paint. Painted
first coat of green frame and added section of baseboard in front of chimney.
11/18/2002 - Painted beige on basement door and brown on door panels.
Second coat of green on door frames.
11/19/2002 - Finished green coat on top of wainscoting. Finished second
coat on baseboard. Painted door hardware flat black.
11/20/2002 - Hung basement door. Cleaned paint from basement door
window panes. Finished some painting on baseboard. Attached door
hardware, lock & door knob.
11/21/2002 - Picked up kerosene heaters from Mill to be used in firehouse to
heat for Societies Christmas Tour. Brought them back to firehouse and
cleaned them, checked wicks and filled with kerosene then lit them to insure
they worked and we didn‘t have any really bad smokers. Not too bad but
they do have a little odor probably from age. Installed temporary strips on
front door, to fill gap where they join, so some of the cold air will be
eliminated. The downstairs is fairly tight with very thick walls. Moved rest
of supplies to basement or second floor. One last vacuuming before tour and
a little last minute trim painting.
The Christmas went well and I think was well received. So many fantastic
ladies of the society out did themselves with baking cookies for the event.
The list with their names on it disappeared so I can’t list them. I know most
of them who so generously donated but might miss someone so let me just say
thank you to all. It never would have been so well received had it not been
for your help. Garland sprays, swags, white table cloths, candles, punch
bowls full and lots and lots of delicious cookies brightened the ole firehouse.
Oh! We thought the long pew/bench at the mill might provide some good
seating plus chairs. Bill Powell went with me to load it onto my truck. We
found that because of the length it acted like a teeter totter and Bill
volunteered to sit on the back to offset the imbalance. I think had I not gone
slowly and not hit any large bumps Bill might have been launched into the
next county. It might have been a bit funny but honestly the Society couldn’t

afford the loss. Thanks Bill.
That is the end of my notes on work accomplished on the firehouse for some
time. I still did work for society events but not on the firehouse. A lot
transpired until my next entry but is not worthy of going into here.
10/24/2009 - Bob Batters, Ken Buohl and I sat down and discussed
possibilities of continuing the restoration of the firehouse. Ken said he had
some contacts for possibly getting grant monies from several sources. We
would like to present our ideas to the board and also to the general public.
10/26/2009 - Bill Powell called me and said the sump pump was not
working, at the firehouse and would I take a look at it. My Daughter Kelly
(my girl Friday) went with me to look. We removed the old pump, which
was bound-up from old age and carried buckets of water up and out side.
Many trips. I scraped and removed a 5 gal. bucket of silt from the bottom of
the sump pump well. PU ! Called Bill and told him what I found. He said
I could go to Martins Hardware and get the necessary pump and fittings to
correct the situation. He would let them know I was coming.
10/27/2009 - Went to Martins Hardware. Got a new pump, the necessary
pipe fittings and signed for them..
10/28/2009 - My Daughter Kelly, again, and I emptied some more, ah ha
clear, water from the well and installed the new pump. Ran enough water to
activate the pump several times and left. Called Bill to let him know it was
fixed.
11/06/2009 - Kelly and I fixed/repaired some old light fixtures in the
basement and added new ones I got from my father some time ago for just that
purpose. Since things were now dried out we swept, vacuumed and removed
several buckets of dirt and trash. We also took some things to the second
floor. Looks like the restored first floor is returning to just a storage place for
Colonial necessities again. But I digress to when I said I wouldn’t go into
things that’s transpired. I notified Bob Badders of my intentions, in case he
wanted to continue, and I eventually tendered my resignation, to Bill Powell,
as custodian to the Liberty Firehouse #1. Good luck to whomever takes over.
It still needs a lot of TLC and hard work especially on the second floor.
Grant money would go a long way to providing items necessary for security
and environmental control. Otherwise it will return to what we saw when we

first started.
Sincerely, Jake Connor & for Bob Badders

